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communicated King; and that it was well for them that
Cardinal Cesare (detto Borgia) did not hear them. This,
by the bye, is the first instance of the amazing influence
which that young Porporato was beginning to attain, an in-
fluence which within the next few years increased by leaps
and bounds until the name of Cesare (detto Borgia) stood
among the most important names in Europe.
Further to emphasize the slight to France by shewing
His appreciation of Spain's support, the Lord Alexander
P.P. VI decorated His bastard, Don Juan Francisco de
Langol y JBorja Duke of Gandia and Prince of Teano and
Tricarico, as representing the Spanish branch of His
House, with the titles of Count of Chiaramonte, Lauria,
and Cerignuola, Tyrant of Benevento and Tarracina, and
Grand Constable of Naples.
In honour of her son's good fortune, Madonna Giovanna
de' Catanei gave a supper at her villa by San Pietro ad
Vincula, where were present the young Duke of Gandia
of the age of twenty-two years, and Cardinal Cesare (detto
Borgia) his senior by a year. Their sister Madonna Lu-
crezia, who had had much unpleasantness with her hus-
band, Don Giovanni Sforza the Tyrant of Pesaro, had left
him; and was living in the Convent of San Sisto in Rome,
as noble ladies do who wish to guard their reputations in
delicate circumstances.
When supper was over, and the night advancing, the
Cardinal advised Don Juan that it was time to return to
the Vatican where they lodged. In view of the popular
delusions concerning this occurrence, it may be advisable to
refer to the fact that sunset was taken to end a twenty-
four hour day; that "one hour of the night," i.e., one hour
after sunset, was the fashionable supper-time, which at
this time of the year (the fourteenth of June) would be

